
Control Freak – When is Micromanagement Bullying?
Elizabeth McLean, Senior Associate

In a case that will interest employers and managers alike, the 
Fair Work Commission (FWC) recently ruled in unfair dismissal 
proceedings that a company had a valid reason for dismissing 
a manager who was found to have bullied his staff through 
micromanagement.

In Peter Carroll v Karingal Inc [2016] FWC 3709 the FWC found that 
the manager had been correctly dismissed for engaging in conduct 
which included micromanagement and aggressive, controlling and 
bullying behaviour towards his direct reports.

Mr Carroll was employed by Karingal Inc (Karingal) as an audit 
and risk manager. In May 2015 two separate formal complaints 
regarding his behaviour and management style were made against 
him by two members of his team.  The employer engaged an 
independent investigator to investigate the complaints against 
Mr Carroll, which included allegations that he had engaged in the 
following conduct:

• Counselling a staff member after she sent an email to the whole 
team instead of directly to him.

• Sitting with a staff member as she drafted a document to correct 
her written expression.

• Introducing spreadsheets for his team members to complete so he 
could monitor their work.

• Micromanaging his staff by telling them they couldn’t attend 
meetings with internal and external stakeholders without him 
present.

• Focusing on the technical detail of the work performed by his staff 
member in a manner which was over the top and which caused 
the team to become unproductive and to feel disempowered and 
frustrated. 

The investigator found that the allegations were substantiated 
and the employer terminated Mr Carroll for “serious and sustained 
bullying of staff under his management and supervision, which 
adversely affected their health, safety and welfare.”  Mr Carroll’s 
conduct was found to breach Karingal’s code of conduct, its work 
health and safety policy and its bullying and harassment policy. 

Interestingly, the FWC accepted that Mr Carroll honestly believed 
that he was doing the best for the company and for his staff 
and was unaware of the effects his behaviour had on those he 
managed. Despite Mr Carroll’s good intentions, the FWC concluded 
that “the cumulative effect of his conduct and behaviours was 
one of significant and systematic micromanaging” and that his 
management style caused his staff “great distress and anxiety.” 

While the dismissal of Mr Carroll was upheld, an appeal was 
recently filed against the decision. Look out for our report on the 
appeal in a future edition of Workplace View. 

Lessons for Employers
The Karingal decision highlights micromanagement as 
another form of behaviour that can constitute bullying.  
However, it is a behaviour which some may view as passive 
rather than overt, and one the offending party may not have 
any insight into. Nonethless, as shown in this case, the 
cumulative effect may be significant for some employees.  

In light of the decision, employers should review their 
bullying and harassment policy and their health and safety 
policy to ensure they cover behaviour which may cause 
other employees distress or anxiety.  It is also important 
that managers lead by example and ensure their conduct 
does not pose a risk to the wellbeing of other employees.  
Where an employer is on notice that a manager has adopted 
a controlling style, it should consider whether that manager 
would benefit from coaching or training to mitigate the risks 
of a bullying complaint or claim. 
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Did You Know…?
Emma Dawson, Associate

Did you know. . . that the Commission has the power to terminate 
a nominally expired enterprise agreement which may result in 
employment conditions reverting to applicable awards.

In the recent case of Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, 
Printing and Kindred Industries Union v Griffin Coal Mining 
Company Pty Ltd [2016] FWCFB 4620, despite opposition from 
many employees and their union, the Full Bench of the Fair 
Work Commission (FWC) has upheld the termination of Griffin 
Coal Mining Company’s collective agreement, which reached its 
nominal expiry date on 26 April 2016 (Agreement). 

After a year of failed negotiations involving 24 bargaining 
meetings and 15 FWC facilitated conferences, Griffin Coal applied 
to the FWC under section 225 of the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) 
(Act) to terminate the Agreement.

At first instance, Commissioner Cloghan approved Griffin’s 
application to terminate the Agreement and revert to 
award conditions. In applying for section 226 of the Act, the 
Commissioner held that terminating the Agreement was 
appropriate and not contrary to the public interest because the 
mine had lost nearly AU$300 million since 2011 and the parties 
had engaged in a year of failed negotiations.

Unsurprisingly, given the effect this will have on its members (a 
significant reduction in their take home pay) the union lodged 
an appeal. The Full Bench dismissed the appeal finding that 
the Commissioner had examined all of the relevant factors 
and exercised his discretion to terminate the Agreement in an 
equitable and fair manner. In reaching their decision, the Full 
Bench emphasised that this case involved a number of unique 
circumstances, including the financial and trading position of 
Griffin and the extensive bargaining and conciliation process.

Despite the unique circumstances in this case, this decision 
provides further support for the Full Bench decision in Aurizon 
(discussed in the January 2016 Workplace View) and the capacity 
for employers to terminate expired enterprise agreements while 
bargaining is underway.  

OSH Update
Emily Tan, Associate

Guilty as Charged – Employer’s 
Attempts to Evade Liability End in 
Significant Fine
A Victorian Court has fined an employer AU$800,000 after it 
attempted to deregister following the tragic death of a worker.

An employee of Melbourne-based company Australian Box 
Recycling (ABR) was killed in August 2014 when a cable on a 
homemade “box stacking lift” snapped and fell on him. The box 
stacking lift was installed by the company manager (the son of 
the owners) who had no formal qualifications for such works and 
was oblivious to the hazards involved. In fact, the design of the 
box stacking lift was said to be “fatally flawed” and employees 
were put in extreme danger every time it was used. 

After charges were laid, ABR attempted to deregister the 
company and refused to take part in any legal proceedings. 
Despite ABR refusing to take part in the proceedings, a four-
day trial took place and ABR was found to have breached the 
Occupational Health and Safety Act 2004 (Vic) by failing to 
provide and maintain a safe workplace. It subsequently started 
up another company which provided similar services to those 
provided by ABR. 

It was held that ABR’s complete lack of remorse and its attempt 
to wash its hands of any responsibility was reprehensible and 
should be publically condemned.  This case serves as a strong 
warning to employers that OSH liability cannot be evaded by 
simply deregistering a company.

https://www.fwc.gov.au/documents/decisionssigned/html/pdf/2016fwcfb4620.pdf
https://www.fwc.gov.au/documents/decisionssigned/html/pdf/2016fwcfb4620.pdf
https://www.fwc.gov.au/documents/decisionssigned/html/pdf/2016fwcfb4620.pdf
http://www.squirepattonboggs.com/insights/publications/2016/01/workplace-view-january-2016


Employer Reminder
Jessica Geelan, Associate

On 1 July 2016, the national minimum wage, and high income 
threshold and compensation caps for unfair dismissal claims all 
increased.

The national minimum wage has risen by 2.4%, equating to 
AU$672.70 per week or AU$17.70 per hour. Similarly, minimum award 
rates have increased by 2.4% for award-covered employees. This 
increase will impact employers who employ staff under a modern 
award or at the national minimum wage.

The high-income threshold for unfair dismissal applications has 
also increased, from AU$136,700 to AU$138,900 per annum. This 
means:

• A modern award will not apply to an employee who has a 
guarantee of annual earnings which exceeds AU$138,900.

• An employee who has a guarantee of annual earnings of 
AU$138,900 or more cannot bring an unfair dismissal claim, unless 
he/she is covered by a modern award or enterprise agreement. 

It is important to note that a modern award may not apply to an 
employee by virtue of the high income threshold, but they may 
nonetheless still be covered by a modern award and be eligible to 
bring an unfair dismissal claim. A modern award covers an employee, 
if it is expressed to cover the employee, or if a provision of the Fair 
Work Act 2009 (Cth), Fair Work (Registered Organisations) Act 2009 
(Cth), Fair Work Commission order, or court order, provides (or has the 
effect) that the award covers the employee.

The maximum compensation cap for unfair dismissal cases has also 
increased, from AU$68,350 to AU$69,450 for dismissals occurring on 
or after 1 July 2016.

In light of these changes, employers should:

• Confirm the current minimum award wages payable by reference to 
the Fair Work website, as a failure to comply will attract significant 
penalties.

• Review the factors applicable when calculating employee 
“earnings” for the purpose of the high income threshold.

Events Update 
Squire Patton Boggs Labour & Employment Seminar Series
The next upcoming Squire Patton Boggs Labour & Employment Seminars are: 

Adverse Action: How to Prevent and Manage Claims

PERTH 14 September 2016 at 8:00am  at Squire Patton Boggs office, 
Level 21, 300 Murray Street  – presented by Bruno Di Girolami and 
Felicity Clarke.

Migration: Staying on the Right Side of the Migration Trap

SYDNEY 19 October 2016 at 8:00am, Squire Patton Boggs office, Level 
10, Gateway, 1 Macquarie Place – presented by Jillian Howard and 
Emily Tan. 

PERTH 26 October 2016 at 8:00am, Squire Patton Boggs office, Level 
21, 300 Murray Street – presented by Jillian Howard and Emily Tan

Should you have any queries or wish to register for any of the above events, please do not hesitate to contact Isla Rollason  on +61 8 9429 7624 
(Perth).

mailto:isla.rollason@squirepb.com?subject=Squire Patton Boggs Client CPD Day 2016
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Meet the Team

This week we would like you to meet Dominique Hartfield, Senior Associate in our Labour & Employment team.

1. My first ever job was… 
A retail assistant in a new kitchenware store in Joondalup. 

2. What I like about my current job is…
Working out creative solutions to challenging workplace issues, lovely 
clients and a great team who know how to have a laugh.

3. My more interesting work experiences…
One of my early tasks as a law graduate (many, many years ago) was 
serving court papers on the Captain of a tanker moored off Garden Island, 
which involved a precarious dinghy ride in rough seas to the tanker in 
stormy weather, a shivering young lawyer in pencil skirt and high heels 
climbing a steel ladder up the side of the tanker, a crew of staring foreign 
seamen, concluding with cucumber sandwiches and a pot of tea with the 
non-English speaking Captain in his quarters!

4. My top dinner party guests would be…. 
Rick Stein (to cook dinner), Dali Larma (for peace and good karma), Cate 
Blanchett (for drama), David Attenborough (for interesting anecdotes), 
Barack Obama (for the best credentials), Henry Cavill (for eye candy), 
Miranda Hart (for the required dose of silliness) and James Corden (to 
lead the after dinner karaoke).

5. The best advice I’ve been given is… 
Don’t sweat the small stuff, and it’s all small stuff (Richard Carlson, 1997 
– a good book!).
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